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The bir-,ornial optior~ pricing ri;odel, ir;tr'oducecl by Co;.,'.q Ross and Rubinstein [3] ~ is now wicle].y used to value options., particularly where r-,c~ analytic (c].osed form) so].utior~ e;.'ist_sã s in the benchmark case of the Amer it.an put'. opt icir',. More recently, Geske arid J~.~l'~,n.son [5] introduced a method of valuing Am~..-,rican put options based or, the compc:~und optic, f, model and utilisir-,g convergence acceleration t.ecl"irliqtles. As a result, their approach is a more efficient means of valuing such options than the binomial. In this paper we present a method, called t.he ac:celerated bir;omial option pr'iuing model, which is a hybricl c,f the binomial and Geske-Johnson models.
It can be. viewed as a binomial model incorporating the converger;ce acceleration techri i qtles used by S~ ...... l..e and Johnson: equally it can be seen as a binomial approi.'imation to the corltinu¢~u.s time Geske-Johr|sor] model. The purposeo"=, this paper" is to preserYt the accelerated binomial option pricing methocl and to illustrate.its accuracy., ravther than to evaluate its. computational efficiency vis-a-vis other methods.
However, the results so far obtained with the accelerated binomial method show it to be more efficient than the unmodified binomial mod~.l and computationally simpler than the Geske-Johnson model. These issues are taken up again in the paper~s conclusion. We begin by swiftly reviewing the binomial and Geske-Johnson moclels, then go on to present the accelerated b'inc~mial option pricing mode]..
We deal in this paper with American put options written on non-,diviclend paying stock. We make the usual assumptionsnamely that the risk free interest r'ate, r , and the annualisecl standard deviation of the underlying stock price, c~', are both non--stoc:hastic and constant Over the life of the option. We denote time by the index t (t = 0 ... T, the maturity date of the option) , the stock price at t by S(t) and the e,.'ercise price by X.
II The Binc~mi,:~l Option Pricing Mode/
In the binomial option pricing model, the life of the option is divided into N discrete time periods, during each of which 6 the price of the underlying asset is assumed to make a single move~, either up or clown. The magnitude of these mov~.~.m.~..' '~-'~n~', is qiven by the multiplicative parameters u and d. The probability I of an upward movement is given by p, ancl t.he one period risk free rat'.e we denote by q.
The binomial method approximat.es the continuc~us change in the option's value through time hy valuing the option at a discrete set .of nodes which together make a cone shaped grid.
We identify each node in the cone by <j,n> where j indicates the number of upward stock moves required to generate the option's immediate non-.negative exercise value at that node, given by Bj,~ = ma,v (O ; X -. uJ d~-j S) (for a put)
and n is the period of the model (n = 0 ... N). However, the 'application of the binomial method to the valuing of an American put option on non-dividend paying stock will be much less efficient. This is because the possibility of early e;.'ercise requires that both the holding value and the e;.'ercise value of the option be computed for each node in the pro(.:ess. We define the value of the option at the jn +t~ node by
where Bj~ is as before and Aj~ is the Inolding value of the option at that node: expectation of the option"s e;.'erci~, '= value, r-equir'es the evaluation of an n-var'iate normal integral. 8eske and Johnson [5] surmount this difficulty by defining a reduced number of early exercise instants during the life of the option and using Richardson "s extrapolation to find an approximation to the true ~ption value. ]heir" three point foi'-example.,, defines a ==.~ o'f .... e ;.,' t r a p o 3. a t i o n, P(n)., based on e'.'ercise opF~or'tunities restricted as follows:
F' (l) -= option value based on exercise oppor"kunities restricted to T.~ P (2) = option value based on e;.,'erc, ise opportunities at T and T/2; P(3) = option value based on exercise opportunities at T, .,T/.-. and T/7.. The limit o'f this sequent:e, P (n) n -~ is .the option'~s value., ~. The approxima'tion to , is then given by only. Again, this sequence co~verges to the opti~on"s value, PN(S2 from below -that is, PN(S) is the limit of the sequence F" (n) as n -~ . It follows too that F" (22> P" (I) and that P' (32 > P" (1,) , though not necessarily tha'L P" (3) > F" (22 , although in practice this usually seems to be the case. a
To apply the Richardson extrapolation technique to the binomial we proceed by analogy with Geske and Johnson"s exposition. The parallels between the secluences P and P" are clear': in both the number' of e,'.'ercise opportunities increases as we move down the sequence. Thus we apply formula (5,) to the terms P" (n2 .~ n= 1,2,3. The value of the option is then given as may (P", X-S) .
In practical ter'ms the r'esulting ac:celerat.ed binomial model is very easy to progr'am. To give some idea of its accuracy we refer first to Table I 
[ TABLES I AND 2 HERE ]

V Cc}nc).L~sion
The only previous attempt to investigate t.he applicat, ion of convergence ac.celeration techniques to the binomial option pricing model is contained .in a paper by Omberg [7] . His approach diffe1'~s from the present one insofar as he sought to find a means by which to accelerate the convergence of a sequence of binomial option models with increasing N (rather than, as in the approach used here, seeking to accelerate the convergence of a particular binomial model with fi,~,ed N) .
However, such a sequenc.e converges in an oscillating, rather' than uniform, manner, and On, berg showed that it was impossible to select the parameters of the binomial model in such a way as to ensure uniform convergen(~e. Nevertheless, Omberg [7, p.464.] notes that, if convergence acceleration could be applied to the binomial, then "binomial-pricing models might prove to be considerably more eff~.¢:ient than compound option models".
The present accelerated binomial model has advantages over By which we mean, of c:c)urse, the prclbability within the binomial model implied by the risk neutrality assumpt, ion.
2.
As with the sequence F'(n), this means that F" (n) does. not converge uniformly to its limit.
In discussing the Geske-Johnson model Omberg [7, pp 463-464] has s~.f~ge,-::,ted that unifor'm c:onvergenc:e of the sequence of P(n) would be desirable on the c]rounds that this would ensure that the convergence acceleration technique per'forms as int.ended. For' both the sequences P(n) and F ''~ (n) this could be accomplished by ensuring that each term in the sequer~ce permits early exercise at every instant (cir' period, in the case. of F" (n)) at which exercise was permitted in forming ear].ier terms. Thus, the term F:'(3) in the Gesk.e-Johnson sequence would be amended to permit eyer'cise at T, 3T/4, 2T/4 and T/4 -and. analogously for P'~ (3).
In what follows, however, we retain the original spe~.i'fic.ations of the terms of P and P'~.
3. The accelerated binomial, unlike the Geske-JohnsorJ approach, does not require the separate calculat ion of the c:ritical stock price at each permitted exercise point. 
